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30 YEARS ON SINCE THE SEX PISTOLS FIRST GIG IN NOVEMBER 1975, this extraordinary exhibition 
celebrates Punk as a unique cultural phenomenon, an agent of change which altered the path of 
contemporary culture - charting particularly its impact on music, fashion and graphic design. 
Punk: Sex, Seditionaries & the Sex Pistols shows how these elements combined to challenge the 
limits of the accepted norm and shock society, from the moment the Sex Pistols smashed into 
the UK consciousness in 1976 - encouraging a generation to confront boredom and reinvent life 
through music.  
 
This exhibition offers a unique chance to journey through the anarchic ‘punk package’ carefully 
crafted around the Sex Pistols by Malcolm McLaren, Vivienne Westwood and Jamie Reid – the 
music, the clothing, the designs and images which represent its rise and demise. Included within 
the exhibition are original handwritten lyrics from Never Mind The Bollocks, rare examples of 
Sex Pistols graphic design work by Jamie Reid and contents from Sid and Nancy’s Chelsea Hotel 
room as well as clothing from the first phase of punk styling launched at SEX, Malcolm McLaren 
and Vivienne Westwood’s shop on London’s Kings Road, including items originally owned and 
worn by the Sex Pistols. McLaren and Westwood’s branded designs were probably the last time 
in social history that personal styling would provoke such simultaneous fascination and disgust.  
‘The Sex Pistols spontaneity and honesty threatens all the highly packaged pop of the past’ 
Malcolm McLaren, Sex Pistols press release, April 1976 
 
During the Punk period of the 1970’s, the key players Jamie Reid, Vivienne Westwood and 
Malcolm McLaren influenced the cultural relationships between art, music, fashion and design 
dictating the visual image of punk and defining its attitude. Jamie Reid's inflammatory publicity 
work for the Sex Pistols irrevocably influenced the direction of graphic design in the last quarter 
of the 20th Century, Vivienne Westwood changed the face of fashion and Malcolm McLaren 
ushered - in a new age of subversive media manipulation. Together their work achieved iconic 
status and still has the power to both influence and offend.  
 
Punk, a national and international phenomena had a powerful and significant impact on the 
home-made creative scene in Manchester. This unique local-mix will be featured as part of this 
prestigious exhibition at Urbis for the first time – a collaborative achievement reflecting the 
impact of Punk on the World, in the UK and within Manchester - our creative and internationally 
renowned city.  
 
In Manchester, the Punk music scene included The Buzzcocks, Magazine, Ludus, The Fall, 
Warsaw/Stiff Kittens (who were earlier incarnations of Joy Division), Magazine, Slaughter & The 
Dogs, The Drones, The Worst, Ed Banger and the Nose Bleeds (with whom Morrisey appeared on 
a couple of occasions, pre - The Smiths) and the Frantic Elevators (fronted by a pre - Simply Red 
Mick Hucknall). Where many other UK cities were ‘banning’ punk bands from performing, 
Manchester let them play - iconic Manchester venues from the era included Electric Circus, The 
Ranch and the Free Trade Hall (where the Sex Pistols played their iconic and legendary two gigs 
in July 1976 and Buzzcocks played). Punk’s influence extended to poetry by John Cooper Clark 
and graphic designers including Peter Saville, Malcolm Garrett and Linder Sterling designer of 
the front cover sleeve of The Buzzcocks Orgasm Addict. The distinctive ‘made in Manchester’ 
music scene which followed had its foundations firmly laid in Punk – from The Smiths to The 
Stone Roses to Factory Records to New Order. 
 
If you think you’ve seen it all before and Punk is ancient history – remember what Malcolm 



said… 
‘history is for pissing on’ … 
-ENDS- 
 
Image Download 
Click here to download a zip file containing images of four posters from the exhibiton  
All images (c) The Hospital. 
  
Note: Items contained in the Punk exhibition were intended to shock & some visitors may find 
the contents offensive.  
 
Punk: Sex, Seditionaries and the Sex Pistols is based on an exhibition first shown at The 
Hospital, Covent Garden, London. Punk is curated by Paul Stolper and Andrew Wilson. 
Editors Notes 
PUNK: Sex, Seditionaries and the Sex Pistols is accompanied by a fully illustrated book NO 
FUTURE with essays by Michael Bracewell and Andrew Wilson, on sale NOW priced £18.99 from 
the Urbis bookshop. 
PUNK ROCK by John Robb: A new book tracing the punk rock scene from its roots in the 60s 
through the glam 70s to its explosion in 1977 through the second wave till 1984...first hand 
accounts from people who were there... Book out August 2005 and on sale from the Urbis 
bookshop. 
Listings information 
PUNK: Sex, Seditionaries & the Sex Pistols  
Exhibition open Thursday 26 May - Sunday 7 August 2005 
Urbis, Cathedral Gardens, Manchester, M4 3BG. 
Tel: 0161 605 8200 
Opening Times 
Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 6pm. 
Closed Mondays except for Bank Holidays (Mon 30 May) 
All Tickets: £3 (Last admission to exhibition 4.30pm). 
www.urbis.org.uk 
Entry to Urbis Levels 2 – 4 is free of charge. 
 
PUNK: Exhibition Opening Reception: MEDIA LAUNCH: Weds 25 May from 5.30pm – 6.30pm. 
GUESTS PREVIEW: Weds 25 May from 7pm – 9pm. Admission by invitation only. 
For further press information, including press invites, images & interviews, contact Lesa 
Dryburgh: 
T/F: 0161 248 6405 M: 07977 900481  
E: post@stopthepigeon.co.uk Worlds End. 

http://www.urbis.org.uk/pictures/punk_images.zip

